**MISER MEREDITH.**

"What are your objections to my marry­ing your son, Mr. Meredith?"

"And how can I marry you, young man?"

"I will show you where the gold in the mine. The children of the Indian race desired."
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is highly probable that Hon. A. is recording itself. Quay is not to

will probably go in France in Minister­

will strike up a friendship on diplomatic terms, having his way, for the time being, in Washington, in order that a few Indians may be

Experience is a great teacher; but of the Indian may be a good thing, I

is a member of the House com­

two nice young men, including Daizell,and he does

W. Kratz, Norristown. 15oc3m

INVESTMENTS:

MARKLEY'S

Honorary Governor, -

Furniture

M. L. MARTIN

improvement of these roads a

the rate of above half a million a year

From the New York Press.

A large storeroom and house—eight rooms

is recording itself. Quay is not to

in order that a few Indians may be

the ornaments and coins which have

there are also a few remnants, enough for rooms 10x12 and under, to be sold very cheap. We mail samples of papers if desired.

the ornaments and coins which have

August is a month of harvest, and the

happiness of the day will be increased by the presence of friends, and the Benches are now provided to make every one feel at home.

This is a beautiful month of August, and the
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 Isaac" R. WEIKEL, Oaks

CARPET A T  G O T W A L S ' S T O R E

To view our rooms. The floor space

of carpets this spring ? We

To view our rooms. The floor space

eye is looking to the future, that the

Of course the time is coming that

Hotel for the season.

The leading Spring Styles I
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W. F. PENTON, President.

The Leading Spring Styles I

As the Spring-into-Summer trade begins, I

I-U-2m. A. F. STOLL, Royersford, Pa.

HATSD FOR MEN AND CHILDREN.

By Mail, Postage Paid, $1.50. Norristown, Pa.

HATSD FOR MEN AND CHILDREN.

I-U-2m. A. F. STOLL, Royersford, Pa.

The Leading Spring Styles I

I-U-2m. A. F. STOLL, Royersford, Pa.

Pacemakers- S y r i - r y Wire, in packages

PHYSICIAN.

RED LINIMENT, For Frosted Feet., Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatisriiy &c.

From the New York Press.
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work, all of which evidences mechani­

latent forces in the vicinity of

lay. The local historian and deacon

Wales

finest cuurch structures in the county,
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_ Jacob Metz, of Worcester, has

A-Essistant Superintendent, W, S, Price;
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son will continue to manage the farm

in Limerick township, con­

business at Norristown, is now pro­

remodled on an elaborate scale in the
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MINGO SUNDAY SCHOOL.

WHAT A ROOSTER ?

EASTER  BONNETS Ï

EA STER  B ONNE TS Ï

MORE ABOUT THE ROAD QUESTION.

FROM IRON GREY.

A TRIBUNE.

F. C. I. C. E.

FROM IRON GREY.

MD.
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PERKIANOMEN RAILROAD.
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EVERY MORNING

A book, "How to Obtain Patents," with refer-
and at less cost than those remote from Wash­

The feeding

iron at the rate- of two ounces for

as tavonlable- Many of the eggs whereno bone had been fed proved infertile,

our localities, wherever they five. Any one

time be able to buy an island and build a hotel, if you wish

true and fraudulent guarantees and testimonials, their

w  I W  j W U  can prove as great akiil, knowledge aud

A new way to kill green fly is de­
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